Central motor pathway evaluation using magnetic coil stimulation in hereditary motor and sensory neuropathy type I (HMSN type I, Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease).
Central Motor Conduction Time (CMCT) was investigated in 18 patients (5 m, 13 f; age range: 11-69 yrs) with clinical and electrophysiological features of HMSN type I, using Magnetic Coil (MC) stimulation. No one exhibited clinically pyramidal signs. Brain stimulation Motor Evoked Potentials (MEPs), recorded monolaterally from the left abductor digiti minimi (ADM) and tibialis anterior (TA) muscles, were evoked in all patients from upper extremities and absent in 11.1% from lower limbs. Total Motor Conduction Time (TMCT), as well as Peripheral Motor Conduction Time estimated by either magnetic nerve root stimulation (mag-PMCT) or F-wave latency values (F-PMCT), were markedly delayed in all patients. Central Motor Conduction Time was calculated by subtracting both the latency of mag-PMCT (mag-CMCT) and F-PMCT (F-CMCT) from that one obtained by cortical stimulation. F-CMCT was abnormal in 22.2% in upper extremities and in 27.8% patients from lower extremities, whereas mag-CMCT in 22.2% from ADM muscles and in 33.3% from TA muscles. Furthermore, CMCT to both methods was not possible to evaluate in 5.6% from upper and lower extremities and following magnetic root stimulation in 11.1% from lower limbs. These findings prove lower motor neuron involvement, in agreement with electroneurographic data, and suggest a possible central motor pathways impairment, even in patients without any clinical evidence, but they cannot explain which is the underlying pathophysiological mechanism, a true upper motor neuron involvement or an abnormal spinal motor neuron excitability.